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Synopsis

                                              '
      Spin dynamics near the critical point was studied by the
                                                               'dispersion-absorption teehnique, which is the complex suscepti-

bility measurement, on a quasi two dimensional ferrimagnet

Mn(CH3COO)2'4H20 and a quasi two dimensÅ}onal Heisenberg ferro-  ,magnet (CH3NH3)2CUCI4. . , ' ' '
      The critical slowing down, which is .-the most fundamental

phenomenon near the critical point, was observed as a dip just

at Tc in x'Cto) in Mn(CH3COO)2'4H20 for the frequency higher than

180 MHz. This was the first observation of the dip in x'(al) just

at Tc due to the critical slowing down in the spin system. The

critical exponent of the relaxation time for the uniform mode, '

A, was revealed to be l.30Å}O.03 for O.06<e<l (e=T/TN-1) in the

paramagnetic region. This value is smaller.. than that of the

static susceptibility, y, which is 1.53Å}O.03 for the sarne e region.

This fact indicates that the Onsagerts kinetic coefficient L, •

which is defined as L=xQ-/T, definitely increases as the transi'-

tion point is approached. The increase of L rneans the develop-

rnent of the torgue which acts on the uniforrn mode. Another ,
                  'important result is a small but definite deviation of the CoZe=

Cole figure from the semi-circie to the Cole--Cole arc as the

transition temperature is approached-. The deviation reaches to

B=O.9 at [PN fro!n B=Z.O for. the high temperature region, where

B is the measure of the deviation from the Cole-Cole semi--circle,

in the notation of the phenomenological theorY of Matsubara and

Yoshimitsu.
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      Xn (CH3NH3)2CuC14, the dip WaS aZso gbserved in x,(tu) just

at Tc for the frequency higher than 9.8 MHz. The critical exponent

A is 1.05Å}O.05 for O.O03<e<O.1. !Che critical exponent y is 1.73

for O.05<e<O.3 and Z.2 for O.O03<E<O.05 (crossover from 2d Zsing

to 3d rsing). The crossover phenomenon was not observed in the
                 'dynamic quantity T. y is Zarger than A for.the whole E region,

which means a detinite divergence of the Onsager's kinetic co-

efficient L, though it is weaker than that- of xo and T. The

deviation fxom the Debye type seni--circle to the Cole-Cole arc

was also observed when the transition point was approached. B

decreases Åírom l for e smaller than O.Ol where xe is diverging

with a definite critical exponent. B finally reaches to O.9 at

[ilc. Erhe decrease of B from 1 is understood as the polydispersive

relaxation.

      The spin dynanics in the random diZuted ferromagnet

CCH3NH3)2CUI-xCdxCl4 Cx=Ot08r O.ll) was studied by the cole-cole

plot. The Cole-Cole figure is approximated' by a semi-circle
                                    'or a symetric Cole-Cole arc in the high ternperature scegion, but

as the transition point is approached it becomes anomalously
                            'depressedr especially in the low frequency region. The angle

between the abscissa (x' Cco)-axis) and the tangent at to=O is about
                                          '                    'rr/4, which irnplys that the asymptotic form for tÅÄoo of the relaxa-
tion function is t'"l/2.
            '
      The relaxation time near Te under the external field was

studied in Mn(CH3COO)2.4H20 and CCH3NH3)2CuC14. !"he relaxation '/L,
                                                                  'time, which gets slow down sufficiently near Tc, makes a guick
                                      'recovery to a fast relaxation time when the field is applied along
                                                                   '                                                        '                                                       '                                                     '    '                                                        '                                                                   '                                   '                                ii



the second easy axis. The Onsager's kinetic coefficient L drasv

tically increases when the field is applied along the second easy

axis. The experirnental xesults are discussed comparing the case

when the field is app!ied along the easy axis which is the same

direction of the susceptibility measurernent.
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T. Geneiral introduction

     The investigation of the critical phenomena near the second

order phase transition point has made a great strides in recent

years. We have reached the deep understanding of singulayities
                                            'of various physidal quantities at the crÅ}tical point in the

static case. The most transparent result is the hypothesis of
                                                                  l,2)the universality, which has been supportedr by various experiments.

The hypothesis states that the critical exponents must be identi-

cal for all systems which belong to the same universality class.

The crossover phenomena from one universality c!ass to another,

which can be detected as a change of the exponent of one univer-
sality class to another, are also found in some experiments3)

when the transition temperature is extremely approached; for

instance, guasi two dimensional systern corrtes to order into three

                                               ,dimensional system as Tc is extremely approached. Although

there remain some problems concerning the static universalityr

for example the exponents in the random system which is being
reformulated as a weak univexsalitv.,4) there is a tendency in

these days that some of the interests shift to the dynamical

phenomena in the critical region. rt is not only because tirne

dependent phenomena themselves are brillianV but also because

they wouZd promisingly. give much rrtore microscopic i-nformations
        'than the static phenomena. ,j

    Dynamical properties are reflected in the quantities such

as relaxation time, relaxation function and the kinetic coeffi-

cient, The detailed sudy of the relaxation time and of the
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relaxation function oE the uniform !nagnetization will give
                                                  ttthe microscoPic picture how Vhe uniform mode fluctuation is decomp.osed
                                                               '                                       '             'into the randorn noise. The value and the ternperature dependence

of the relaxation tirne will reflect the elementary relaxation

process. Exponential decay function corresponds to a '
               'singie reiaxation processt ' Non-exponential decay function, for
       'i2s:.a2c2.',:o.:x.2og;r,:2cax•3.ls,ti2:,o;.gs.gggg:i:::2,pgg:lbg:tty

just at [ilc.5'6) The onsager's kinetic coefficient L is'  defined'
                   'phenomenologically as gut--Lglt-r where F is the free energy and M

                                                       'is the order parameter of a ferxomagnet. L contains the informa--
tions of the microscoptc torque acting oh the unifom magnetization.

As is shown by Mori and Kawasaki,7) L is expressed as the time

            'integral of the torgue correlation function. The torque correlation

function contains the coupling between q=O raode and qXO rnodes
                                                           'via some anisotropÅ}c interaction or non-ISnear interactions,

where q denotes the wave vector. The temperature dependence of

L will revea! how this coupling develops near 1!c. So the study

on dynamics wUl lead to the more pyofound and general undernt

                   ttstanding of the phase transition or the cxitical phenomena from
                                             '                                                      '                                            'the microscopic view point.
                                                '                                                          '                                     '    rn the study of the dynamics near the critical point, the .

rnostfundamentaZ plenemenon is the critical slowing down. Th.e
                                                           'phenomenon that the relaxation time of the order parameter
              '                                           'becomes enormously long is closely connected with the diver--

gence of the correlation length in the static sense at the criti-

cal point. The thermodynamic restoring force to the equilibrium
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state vanishes at Tc as a result that the curvature of the free

energy becomes flatter, which corresponds to the large fluc9uation
                                                           'not to easily decay and which in turn corresponds to the diver-

gence of the susceptÅ}bility. ''  ,'  , - .
                                    It '                            ' . The critical s!owing down of the uniforrn mode has been found
as a dip in e*(tu) at Tc in the ferxoeiectrics.8'9) when we study

                                                 '                                     'X2• 2.C:gl iCSft.SY.:g:tfiS.;'n,k2e.2. ;i:. .S<S.IZY'.g: .go:. Id.ikl ;.:2 begi"

            '                             'observation of the critical slowing down in the low freguency

-region. Zt might be due to the effect of the xy components in
                                                    'the sp' in systern that there has not been any observation of this

dip in Å~'(ee) at Tc.
   '                                                 '  '     Next problern is to check experimentally the longest limit ef

the reiaxation time at Tc. Does the relaxation birne diverge to
        'infinity, or turn out to be constant, or change to speed up? rf it

diverges, what is the numerical value of the critical exponent?
                                            '                      '    rehe third is the temperature dependence of the Onsageac's

kinetic coefficient L. L is expressed as 1/T=L/xo phenomenologi-
cally. According to the conventional theorylO) which states that

                    '           '                                                           'L is constant and is not singular at the critical point beeause

only s! ort wave fluctuation contribute to Lr the relaxation time
                                     'diverges as the static susceptibility and the exponent of the
                                 '                             '                                                 'critica! slowing down oÅí the ferromagnetic order parameter is
                                           '          'the same as that of the static susceptibility. Does the eoven-
                               '                                        'tional theory hold in the real inagnetic system or not? Zf L
diverges more strongly than the static susceptibility, the '

critica! $IQwi. ng down is replaced by the critical speeding up.
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As L originates in the intexactSon which does not gonserve the
total magnetization, it must be sensitive to the ahisotropy or
             '           '                        'something in the Hamiltonian which does not commute with the i

                           ':.:i[:gM.:2.#e.igt.t,h,e.\.ef.i2:n2:rg SYSteM•. Hgw;d/g the xy cornponenes

                       tt        '                                   ' ' The fourth is to examine whether the relaxation function

does deviate from the exponential type decay in the extreme

viÅëini"Ly of the crÅ}tical pOint. Does the relaxation of the order

                                        --. .parameter continue to foUowihe exponential decay or change to

a slower type for large t such as some power law of t? This

can be manifested by the shape of the Cole-Cole plots of x'(co.)

and x"<at). rf the asymptotic form of the decay function for
                      'large t is deseribed by some power law, the Cole-Cole figure

becomes depressed in the lower frequency range. The non-exponen-
       'tial relaxation has been suggested by a phenomenological
                           'approach6) which has the asymptotic for}rt of t'"l12 for t->eo just

         '
at Tc. This may be interpreted as a polydispersive relaxation

which means that there are tnany slowly varying modes. Kinzel
and Fischerii) aiso showed that the sarne tMi/2 behavior of ' the

unifoxm• raagnetization could appear at the freezing point in the

spSn glass. Theix result is based on the random distribution
                           .tof the exchange interactien which leads to the polydispersive

behavior near the transition point. These theories rnust be

checked experimenta!ly in the reaZ system.
    There have been some experilnents focussed on the dynarnical

criticai phenomena.i2' i3) The most popuiar and powerful experi-

ment is the neutron ineiastic scattering.i4' 15)'  As the energy

                                '                                                   '               '                                                          '              '
                                  '                               4



          '                   'of the thermal neutron is comparable with that of the excitation
                                     t . .tin the magnetic system, this rneasurement is fitted for obtaining

the microscopic time-scale informations.' And it also has an
                                                        '                                                ttadvantage to obtain wave vector dependent phenomena. So it has
                             '6een a leading experiment, providing the verification of the

    'dynainic scaZing law ancl of the existence of the new modes such

as sloppy spin waves in the paramagnetic regien. But owing to
             'neutron's high energy, it ' is difficult to.-probe into the phenomena

near the origin of (qral) spacer which are the most impertant
                                                      'and interesting in the critical spin dynamics. We would like

to attack the region near the origin of Cq,co), bearing the problems

                                 'mentioned above in mind.

     ESR line width experiment is another popular experiment.
                                                          16)Anomalous line broadening near TN in some antiferromagnets

was one of the brilliaht results. The external field inherent

to the magnetic resonance brings an inevitable difficulty on

the study of the singular behavior in the feyromagnetic phase
transitionr although the recent reEjort by Koetzler et al.l7)

on a ferxomagnetic Cr como.ound insisted that in the low field

limit the line width was independent of the external field and

it would bring about the imforrnation coine.atible with that of
                 'zero field. Xt seems actually that the results of the resonance
                                                            'and those of the nonresonant xelaxation iueasurement are differ-
                                                      'ent. Line width measures the angular average of the fXuctuation

perpendicular to the static field, while the nonresonant relax-
                              'ation measurement can rneasure the fluctuation of the order

pqrarneter Mz itself without the external field.
                                           '                              '
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     Here we are inteTested in t?te relaxation of the ferromagnetic

order parameter itself. So we have adopted the so.calied disper.
                                              'sion-absorption technique, in other words, the frequency dependent

complex susceptibility measurement. This technique is fitted for
low frequency phenomena up to lo9 Hz, though lirnited q=o mode only.

rt also has a merit to take the external field as an independent

parameter. This technique would bring about essentially impor-

tant infbrmations concerning the problems inentioned in the

preceding paragraph.

     !n this thesis, the critical spin dynamics by the disper-
                                           'sion-absorption technique is studied in some salts which can be

approxirnated to the two dimensional ferromagnets. Low dimen-
                                                         'sional materials have a wide temperature region for the critical

phenomena which bxings the fruitful results.

     A brief explanation of the experimental procedures and the

sample preparations is written in chapter II.

     The experirnental resuXts on MnCCH3COO)2.4H20 which is approxi-

mated to a two dimensionai ferrimagnet are presented in chapter UI.
                                                      '     chapter lv gives the experimental results on (CH3NH3)2CUC14

which is a quasi-two-dimensional Heisenberg ferrornagnet. some

phenomenological analysis is done in this chapter.
       '     Chapter V is devoted to the experiment on the random diluted

ferromagnetic system (CH3NH3)2CuiptxCdxCl4. The randornness

effect on the dynamics isvairned at. The discussion is made by

the recent theoretica! work on the dynarnics of the spin glass.

     Final chapter concerns with the relaxation under the external

fields. Main attention is on the Onsager's kinetic coefficient

L under the external fie!d HLL and Hti.
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U. Experimental procedures

              '             '    '              ...                  '                        t.gZX-l. Measurement of high frequency susceptibility x*(al .)

                                            t.,, ,.,M :.ag"l:e2?t :g.tp.e.?g :.gr2q.g:n:y.::g:.etig s,;:cfi:t.i:llt;y'

               .t . t. /..Hewlett Packard vector veltrneter A-8504. Figure Zr-1 displays
           '                                                    'the block diagram.of the a pparatus Åíor high frequency susÅëepti-

bility ineasurement. The principle of the rneasurement is as follows.

The high freguency wave genexated by the signal generator is ''  '
splitted into two branclies .by the hybrid Teet, one of which is

fed to the reference probe A of the vector voltrneter and the
other to the helical resonatori) in the cryostat and then is
   '
guided to the test probe B. When the circuit is tuned, reactive
                           '                                                     'components are canceied outt so the impedance of the resonator

is always resistive, and there exists no phase shift of the

propagating wave through the resonator. Whatever the freguency

is, the phase difference between A and B .is constant so long as
the circuit is tuned. The vector voZtmeter is used to detect

the phase difference between A and B. The frequency of the signal

generator is locked to the resonant freguency by the serve--system

    .tso that the phase difEerence between A and B is unchanged when '
                                      'the susceptibiZity of the saTno. Ze vaxies as T approaches TÅë. ..The

lengths of transmission 1.z' pes frorn the signal generator to A and
B are se.t equal using the line-stretcher,tt in order to fuÅ}nirnize

the possibZe error resu!ting from the change of the resonance

frequency due to x*(at). '
                              '
" Anzac ElecYronics, model HH-107.

tt Japan High Frequency Co.r Ltd., SRC-S-222P.
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     This phase detection method is more sensitive and' accurate

than the conventional Q-meter rnethod, because the phase changes
                                                                 'drastically when the freguency is swept across the resonant pointr.

while the arnplitude variation in the Q-meter rnethod is often

Elat, and besides it becomes almost irnpercePtible near the criti-

cal point as the magnetic absorption increases and the Q-value
                         -
                '                                                          '                                                       '     For the measurement 6f lower frequency ( 1 MHz<f<50 MHz >t

                                        'the usual LC circuit was used in place of the helicai resonator.

     Real and imaginary part of x*(co) are obtained from the
              'following relation, which are caZculated frorn the impedance of
                            '                                      'the circuit.

                   4Tx' (co)n=A--Z,

                   4rx" (tu ) n = (A-X) /ZQ o st ,

                          A= (Qg+l)/ a/z2.Qe. st2) ,

                          fl==tos/coBr

                          Z==Vs/VB,

where to and V denote the resonant frequencies and the amplitudes
                                                      'of the output of B. The suffix S and B stand for the presence
                                                          '                                 '                  ttand the absence of the sampZe in the resonator, respectively.
                                                   '                            'Qo is unloaded Q-value of the resonator and n is a filling factor.
                     'The dSelectxic constant oE the sarnpXe is so small compared with
                                                           'magnetic susceptibility which increases enormously near the transi-
                 'tion point that it has a negligible effect on the data.
                                      '     Magnetic susceptibility for lower frequencies (<IOO kHz)
                  'was perfo]Tned by using the modified AC Hartshorn bridge method,

whose block diagrara is shown in Fig. Z!-2. The induced voltage

                            '                                        '                                     '
                                        tt                                '                                                      '                                      t.                               9' '                                 '
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across the secondary coU.is proportionai to the susceptibility
                                            '                                                 -if the compensation of the coil is perfect. x'(to) and x'i(to)
                 '                                           ttare 'detected by the gsuaZ lock-in detectiop. .'  '
     thhe absolute valtie eÅí the magnet;c susceptibiZity was calcu-

lated by the "eelZ known Value of Mn(NH4).2(S04)2'6H20, whiCh iS

given hear 4.2Kas • ..'  ' .' ' .                                                       '                                             '                              tt                                  '               '                                                          '                                         tt             ..                                                           '                     '                                                        i              '           tt                                       '  • -' '.' x='4'"l79 ' (ernulmoz.).' •
                                                   '                         t ttt tt                                                            tt                                        tt                                                '
                         '

             '   'g:r-2. Cryostat design
                      '
     The measurernent for higher temperature than 4.2 K, in the

case of <CH3NH3)2CuC!4' and Mn(CH3COO>2'4H20, was done by using

the adiabatic celZ which is shown in Fig. !"3.' And for precise
                                                                '                     'temperature control even below 4.2 # it is necessary to construct
                          '                                            '                              '                'the adiabatic ceU to controZ temperature electronically. AUen
                                                           'Bradiey IOO sh carbon resistor was used as a thermorneter and a
                                                           '                       ';e,:p2ga.gg:e.g:l::g.a:.gel:,',gn.g.g.kz,::,:g:":.w:'ge. fi; #•.:g:ter'

gr.i:gui,e.g"gdih,;,2::e;g; gi.],il,i.)l,lrl"iilz21.io.l?1 gf l? (s-x ,nznes'

As the susceptibility measurement was perforrned up to 450 MHz,

the adiabatic cell and heat link to the sarnple must be made of
 '                           'non-rnetallic materials in order to avoid eddy current losses.
                            '                           tt         '                      '                                                  'Double glass cell and quartz pZate were used. Quartz has an
                                                    '                    ttexcellen". heat conductzvity be!ow 50 K which is almost compara-

       ''' - . 12 ,.
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                                   -t eble with that of Cu metal. It contaxns lzttle paF,arnagnetic

impurities. The sample adhered to the quartz plate by Apiezon
N grease was confined in an inner gZass cell with 4He gas which

not only brings a better therrnal contact between the sample and

tihe Cu block but also helps the sample from dehydration or oxida-

tion through a run of experirnents. The crystals of Mn(CH3COO)2'4H2
were aZso coated with sUicon oii., The adiabatic cell was so

constructed as to be movable verticaUy by the gear at the top

ef the cryostat'for the purpose of getting the resonant frequency

of the resonator without the sample. The whole system was made

:igeigg{,agOatl2age:2\ SPUriOUS errors might not come in when moving

                              '             '                                                  '                   '
                                                       'gll-3.. Seunple preparation

     The crystals of Mn(CH3COO)2'4H20 used in this study were

grown frora the aqueous solution by slow evaporation at l5N250C.

The points to rnake a big crystal are precise temperature controlt

slow evaporation and using iarge Schales. Chenically analyzed

concentration of lhn ion in MnCCH3COO)2.4H20 prepared in this way

is 22.3s wt. 9. whUe the caZculated one is 22.43 wt. "-..

     Crystals of (CH3NH3)2CuCl4 were prepared by slow evaporation

from raethyl aicohol solution of CH3NH3C! and CuCl2 (stoichiometric
                                                   '                                                                'l::li;"g:l,.a.t.gillliglli6..Tn th=s "ase• the essentzai pomt .s .i..

o
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SX!-4. Correction for derp.agnetization effect

     rt should be no"Led that divergence oE the susceptibilttY
along the easy axis is stopped at the value of N"1, where N .

g:".;l2i t\x,ge::g.2eg::ggi?"..:a:.tgr.ge,:•g:d.ieg 2n.,::e,.geap.e of t le

              ' H= HextWNMt. '(2-l) '
where H is the internal ffeld and Hextlis the extermal field.
                                                         'The relation between tle intrinsic suscepY.ibility x and the

apparent susceptibilit: Xapp iS •'
                         x-l = Å~-.plp m N• '' (2-2)

The relation (2-Z) could be extended to the time dependent field

aS ,. H(t) = H..t <t) - AM Ct). (2-3)
The similar reiation with C2-2) wilZ be obtained for the complex

susceptibility x*(di). ' '                                                          '                          -- -l                                      -l            . X" (al) = X:.pp (to) - Ne ' (2'-'4)
     Although N can be obtained f]rom the calcu!ation if the sample

shape is elZipsoidal, it is very difficult to shape the present

crystals exactly ellipsoidal. So we determined N as follows.
zt is usually found in various ferromagnetic materiais2' 3) that

the static susceptibility along the easy axis of the ellipsoidal

crystal is constant below Tc and 1hat 1he constant value is equal
to N-'! which is calculated frorn the shape. rn the case of
                                                          '     '(CH3NH3)2CuCl4 the constant va!ue of the static susceptibility

( the measurement was done at 50 Hz which can be regaxded as

static in this case ) was Åíound to be consistent with the calcu-
                                       'lat,ed one. So we used the value obtaÅ}ned frorn the static suscepti--

bility measurement Åíor the demagnetization factox. In the.case

                             .                                                    '                            '                                                '
                                          '                      '               '                               l5 ''



.Osfiall2.(CH3COO>2'4H20 We USed the calc.ulated vazue from the sarnple

akisi•:•!t!il:,,giirig•iloi:•:•l.Z•i:•i•.esggSgii.keigl:;r.ii,lie.i'kthsii;}i:igl':'t•,,.

makes •it easy to set the specirnen along the axis of .the measuring -
 coil ( parauel to the easy akis ) and because the demagnetizatien

                                       ' correction is srnall so long as the dimensional ratio is large
                   '                       .tenough. Xi the sample is shaped toroidally, there exists no need

 for the demagne..tization correctionf but che susceptibility reflects

 fluctuations aiong the toacoid, which are' not what we want to know

                         ' at the critical point. '                           '                                                    ' '
 ' 'Next, let us see how the relaxation tirae and the type oÅí the
                     `
dispersion obtained from the experirnental x5pp.(ee) and x5'pp(al)

                tt are corrected by the demagnetization effect.                                             Xf the dispersion
                   ' .stheDe?Ie-typewh,iih,7.X.9r,e.SIIIIIIISfilli,iÅí.Å~.3,P.Plt)•9S '

.rhrlntii"sir.i"1ii"rlllil:])ltli.,tllilillilliiii,l,.isglvi"bi.f2.1`'...as, .....

'.' •-

 •1 '.•.Llll':Lsl-!zlSlilllEi:L-al[r'i:-l.iiiilli]!gls[s-x 'o ]- .

                           '                                                       '  ' ' ''"'' ' [-i:':{iii-ilRiR'k '";e ] ''- .,

                                         '                                '                             '       '                                     '                                                   '                      '              '                tt.                                             '                   '                     '                                                  '                              .+                                     '                  •' l6 ' '•    '                      '                                              '



Therefore

                      xo.=:[:.kflgglgecopp,,.

                           '                                   '                       '                         'T                      'T = :i:-:iiiisz(Ili:igsNxo pp ''

                       '
                   '  ' ' '•', -L .XsL .,, 2SL•e.9RReaPE.
                            TT                                   apP

               t                'rt is easily Seen that if the .dtspersion 'is•the Debye-type, the
                 '       'corrected dispersion is also the Debye-type. rn oiher wgrds
                                          'the Cole-Cole semi-circle is not changed by the demagnetization
                     t                                              '         '       '
corr gction. Only the absolute value Tapp.is tr.ansformed to
                     'Tapp/(Z-NXoapp). ' This feature is also found in the case of the

Cole-Cole ar.c.' '

                                       '                                 .t                               '                x*.{to)-l ;["t(il.lli. )B]rl-N

                . app                          '                               - tt .                          '                 '             .' ' '•.Z+ias[tTfi<i:iffiilli212-LiFifil"Nx, )1/B]B

         .. ''.F"xe ''   ' '' ' ' ''' t-[:':iliiiilEENxo ]
                  . aPP'                             '

l7



[ehe figure of the Cole-Cole arc is unchanged. T is transformed
                                                app
to Tapp/[l-Nxoapp]i/B• it is not an easy matter to verify the

                                            'above feature for the general polydispersive case.
 ' Koetzler et al.4) devised the ingenious forrnula to derive

                                                               'L from xoapp and x5pp(os) free frgrn the demagnetization effect. .

But in Qrdey to investigate the reiaxation time directly and to
                                          '                                       'look into the Cole-Cole tigures' at the critical point, the tedious
  •it

demagnetization correcticn is inevitable. -

18



!xl. critical slowing down in Mn CCH3COO)2'4H20

          '                 '                '
glll'-l. rntroduction
             '           '     Manganese acetate tetrahydrate (Mn•acetate) is monoclinic

and has a crystalZographic layer Ca-b piane) structuxe. Figure
                '            'ZZr-Z shows the crystal structure projected on the a-b plane
                             'obtained by the neutron diffraction.l) There are two sites of

      '                                          '    '                         ,a ,Mn ions designated Mnl and Mn2.' . Ineguivalence of.the numbers

of Mnl and Mn2 in the same piane makes each plane ferrimagnetic.

The plane is made up of groups of thxee Mn ions which are coupled
                                               'to each other by a linkage of bln2-O-Mnl-O-Mn2. According to the
saturation magnetization measurement2) and the neutron diffraction3)

the exchange interaction within this trimer is antiEerromagnetic
and' relatively strong which might be a comparabie situation to

that in MnO. The coupling between these trimers in the same plane

is Eerromagnetic and the coupling between adjacent layers is

antiferromagnetic. Consequently in a low temperature region

(near the transition point) this salt is assumed to consist of
                '                                     ttresultant ferromagnetic Zayers which are weakly coupled antiferro-

magnetically with each other. The ferromagnetic interaction JF
                                                                /
in a layer is much stronger than the antiferromagnetic interaction
jAl? between adjacent layers (JA]y/JFrvzo-3).4)

                                                  '             '     The spin alignment in the ordered state is shorm in gig. Irr-2.5)

The easy axis is a-axis.. The static susceptibUity along this

axis exhibits a divergent peak at TN (3.186 K), reElecting the

ferromagnetic intralyer interaction and the weak (L6 oe) anti--

19
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ferromagnetic interlayer interaction. The second gasy'axis is
                    '                                               'c' axis which is perpendicuZar to a and b axisr a.nd b is the hard

axis. xc, exhibits a less pronounced peak at TN, but xb is almost
fiat near TN. The anisotTopy fields are estimated as H2. ,N1350 Oe

and trblNNs6oo oe.6) There has been no explanation where this latge

                 'aniSotropy cornes frorn in Mn2+ ions. This salt is approximated

                              '                                              'to 2--d planar ferromagnetic model and might be suited fer the
experiment mentioned in chapter : arnong others. '

g:!I-2. Static susceptibility

     The static susceptibility was measured in a wide temperature

range from l.2 K to 80 K in order to re--examine the character of

this salt rnentioned in gUr-l. Figure rll-3 shows inverse suscep-

tibiiity of the powdered specimen. Zn a high temperature region

xrn obeys the Curie-'Weiss lawt giving the Curie constant c=5.0 (ernu

deg./rnol.) and the Curie Weiss constant e=-48 K, which indicates

a fairly strong antiferromagnetic interaction. This is consistent

with the formation of the antiferromagnetically coupled trimer groups.
                                                                  -.                             -1Below 30 K the curvature of xm begins to bend downwards as if e

being positive. This is due to the fexromagnetic interaction among
the trimer groups within a zayer. 'The similar behavior of xlill-T

 'is a!so observed in some manganese alkanoates.7'i 8)

. xn order to study the mechanism of the dynamic behay,icr, we

dxamine the temperature dependence ef the Onsager's kinetic

coefficient L which would give some information about the torque
                                  '                      'mechanisrn. We measured the static susceptÅ}bility along the easy .
                                                                  'axis near TN in detail. It is plotted in Fig. :Ir-4. Figure Zzr-5

                                                                     ' '
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is a log-log plot of the susceptibUity above and below TN,

corrected for the demagnetization effect. The sample was shaped
                                           '                                                             'ellipsoidal; the longer axis is 10.4 mm and the shorter l.O mm..
                              '                                                       '                                                            'Measurement was done at 1 kHz which can be regarded as staticr
                                                             '                                     .tbecause there is no appreciable freguency dependence between
                                  '100 Hz and ZOO kHz even near TN. Measuring field was kept below
 '1.5 Oe. From the slope in Fig. IrZ-5 the critical exponent in

the paxamagnetic region is obtained as y=l.53Å}O.03 for O.06<e<l

(e==T/TN-l)• It should be noted that the antiferrornagnetic inter-

layer interaction becomes important for e<O.06r which prevents

the susceptibUity frorrt diverging. Below TN the exponent y'=
                                                          '                                             'l.53Å}O.03 for O.Ol<e<O.1. The ratio of the arnplitude above TN

to that below TN for the sarne s is about il. Renard et al. gave

aimost the same value of y as ours in their static susceptibility
measurernent.9) The value of 1..s3 is very suggestive of the two

dimensional XY model for which Betts gave y=l.5 for S==1/2 by the
                                                  '                          IO) • .high ternperature expansion.
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gXII-3. Dynarnic susceptibility , '
     Based on a simple model,ll) a relaxation process is described

?g g2.2Å~.pg;e:xga i.S2.c#x:l.irmhgS. el l,l:.IY?,d?,Pe7denr S"SCe9tlb.,1ijtY

                                                        '                       '               .t t.                                  '                    '                                                      'where xo and x. stand ior the static and the high frequency limit

susceptibility, and T is the relaxation tirne. Now we introduce

the teraperature dependence of xo and T, which corresponds to the

critical slowing down. !f the exponent oE T is larger than a
                           ..half of the exponent of xe, and x. is neglected, then

              '                                                             '  '            '                      lim x' (tu)= O. ' C3-2>
                      5t+T                         c
There rnust be a dip in Å~'(es) just at Tc. Even if the relaxation
                                                          'is not described exactly by C3-Z), a smail dip will appear so

long as the te:nperature dependence of xo and T Eulfills the con-

dition mentioned above, which wili be discussed later in SXZr--4.
   '                                        'A dip in xt(co) just at Tc is a gualitative evidence of the critical

slowing down. This phenomenon has been found in the high frequen-

cy dielectric constant in some ferroelectrics, such as '
                     ':.#2g:SCk:gfiO.Otlg'iil..:":pt\grfi.e?s been no report on thzs phenomgnon

               tl. t .     Figure IIZ-6 and I!I-7 show the frequency dependent suscepti-
                  'bility near the critical point for various freguencies. For lower

frequencies (<10 MHz) x'(to) Ss almost the sarne as the static one

except  a slight deviation near TN: As freqyency increasesr the

                                                     '
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peak height or"  x'(tu) near TN begins to decrease and the maximum

of x'(co)-T shifts to higher ternperature. At i80 MHz a small d ip

      'is observed just at TN Tncreasing the freguency up to 210 MHzt'

350 MHz and 450 MHz, this dip becomes deeper and the distance '

between the two peaks on both sides of TN becornes larger. Ati

                  t ttt         tt                                                 '                                                      t350 MHz the maxirnum above TN shifts by abouk 500 mK to higher

temperature.. This dip is a clear evidence of the critical slowing
                                    '                                                  'down as mentioned above. ' This is the first experiment on this
                 '                                          '                                  'phenomenon in the rnagneti,c system. x"Cee) is plotted in Fig. rrr-8.

     Xn order to examine the dispersion extensively, the Coie=

Cole p!ot in the paramagnetic region is shown in Fig. rU-9.

ExpeyÅ}rnentaZ points fall on a serni--circle, suggesting a simple
                                    '                                                   'Debye-type relaxation. The relaxation time can be obtained from
         '
(3-1). As the temperature approaches TN in the ternperature

region below 3.25 K, the Cole-Cole semi-ciTcle becomes a iittle

flatterr suggesting a polydispersive relaxation process. To

exarnine the width of a distribution of the relaxation time and

to get the relaxation time in the polydispersive system, we used
                                                   '                                                           'the empirical formula oE the Cole-CoZe arc introduced in analyz--
ing the ferroelectric relaxation. The forrnula13> is.

                                              '                                         '                             '
          '                                 tt                          '      '                '
 ' . X"(tu)-Xch'= 1[It;il[I;'i-itoTB, - C3-3>
                         '                                                           '                                                        '                                                            '        '            '                    'where x*(to) is the Srequency dependent complex susceptibility,

and B is a pararneter which indicates the width of the distribution

of the relaxation time. Zf B=l, the relaxation is reduced to -

the Eazgiliar Debye-type dispersion. When B<l, the dispersion is
                                                               '                                   '                                         '                                   '                        '
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not rnonodispersive but polydispersive; the smaller B is, the

wider the distribution of the relaxation time is. Xt should be
                                                           '           'kept in mind that the Eoymula (3-3) is only a phenomenological
                                    :one and that there is no . reason that it holgs for the critical
              'magnetic relaxation. But it will help to understand the behavior
                                     '                       '                                                          '                                                            tttphenomenologicaZly. T ean.be easily derived from (3-3) as
                                          tt t tt                                    '              '               ' 'f •cDl-B - . .
             i; = f sincBiT/21I2-f.tucos(BiT/2)- ]Z/B, C3-4)

                                                              '

where fto is x"(al)/tux'(co>. x. is neglected here. Zf B=1, fol is

independent of to and is just the relaxation tirne. If B<1, f
                                                          ee
depends on co. The relaxation tirne shouid be obtained by the
                                                                '                                                              'relation (3-4). Zt is necessary to determine B in order to get the

relaxation tirae. B is so determined that T in (3-4) is independent

of to, putting the experimental x'(to> and x'r (to) into fto for various

frequencies. Zn Fig. !!r-iO is shown an example of T(esrB)r the
                               'relation of (3--4) as a function of B for !V=3.l93 K. The relaxation

time and B are obtained simultaneously frorn (3-4). rn Fig. ZIr-Zl
                                     'is given the temperature dependence of B obtained by this procedure.

As T approaches TN, B decreases down to O,9., Figure :rl-i2 gives
                             '                                       'the relaxation time in the log-log scale. The critical slowing
                                        'down is rriitanifestedr giving th.e'  exponenl A=1.30Å}O.03 for 3Å~lo'-2<e<1

                                                             '(almost the same range of E as the static susceptibility>. trhis
                                                          'exponent is srnaUerc than that of the static susceptibility. This

indicates that the Onsager's kinetic coefficient L has a definite

temperature dependence,.thougb- it is rather weak compared with

xo and T. L behaves as if il weak2y diverges in this e region as

                           '
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the ternpexature approaches TN. The temperature dependence of L

is shown in Fig. MM:-Z3 in the paramagnetic region.
   '      '                            '                   '  '          '
                                    '                             '                   ..grr:-4. Discussion •                           '                         '                       .t     We shall confine ourselves here to theidynamic character
                '               'of Mn(CH3COO)2'4H20. As mentioned in the previous section, the

criticaZ slowing down is observed as a dip in x'(al)•. But x'(co)
                         t.for high frequency does not drop to zero value at the criticai
point. According to yoshimitsu and'  Matsubara13) who have discussed
    'the for!nuZa C3-3), there must appear a dip at Tc in x'(co) so

long as B is larger than O.5. But )<'(co) does not vanish at Tc

unless 3 is egua! to 1. In Mn(CH3COO)2'4H20 B actually gets to
                                                          '                 !t is reasonabie from the formula of-(3-3) thatabout O.9 at T             N'
                                                              'x'(co) in Mn.acetate does not vanish at TN. Aftesc the formula

of (3-3), the change of B frorn l to O.9 is undexstpod as the

change of the relaxation from the monodispersive to the poly-

dispersive relaxation.
                                             '     Owing to the final three dimensional antiferromagnetic
                                                                -                                            'ordering, both the static susceptibility and the relaxation time

are prevented frorn diverging, but they are still increasing as

the tempescature approaches TN, since the interlayer antiferro--
                                                     'rnagnetic interaction is very w'eak Csee Fig. II!-5 and Fig. :XZ-i2).
                                '                                        ' 'This roundening eEfect will also make the dip obscure. Wl},ether '
    'a dip at [VN appears or not depends which of xo and T exceeds near

[eNr even though theTe is a roundening effect in both xo and T.
                                   '     The critical exponents of xo and T are obtaÅ}ned as y==l.53 and
A==1.30 except for the immediate vicinity of [vN (6Å~10-2<e<l).

y-A=O.23 is the temperature dependence of the Onsager's kinetic
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coefficient L. L behaves as if it diverges weakly in this e
                                                 '             'region as the temperature approaches TN. The.weak but definite
                                '                                        'temperature dependence of L indicates that there develops a cor-
                                 'relation ofi the random torque which acts on the unifomm mode as
T approaches TN. Hatta studiedl4) the dielectric rglaxgtion in

    '                            'NaN02 and found that the exponent of the static dielectric constant
                                                           '                                                         'is smaZler than tha"L of the relaxation time in contrast with the
                                '                                         '                                                                 '                                                               'pxesent woxk. rn the dynamics of the Heisenberg spin system, the

effect of xy cornponents may play an imp.ortant role to correlate

the randorn torque. This effect wUi be reflected in the tempera-
                                                                '
ture dependence of L.
                       '     A change over from the monodispersive to the polydispersive
                                                    'near TN is found by fitting the experirqental data to the formula
                                 '                            '             '                                  '(3-3), though it is very slight (B"vO.9). After the phenomeno"-
          '               l5)logical `Lh, eory, the tirne dependent motion of the uniforTn rnode

M is given by the next equation.

                                          '                                                           '                   Tc glil= -xrvi-nM. 3+... . ' c3-s)

                                        '                                                       'The' coefficient' of the first order of bG corresponds to xo-1

which vanishes at Tc. The theory says that the dispersion is
                                               'monodispersive if the linear term is dominant and it becomes

polydispersive if the second term becomes effective. But we

cannot step into more microscopic detail by the phenomenological

treatment. The discussion on the phenomenological formula of
(3--3) and oh the non-linear eguation of (3-s) is done in chapter

IV and in the appendix.
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Iv. critical slowing diown in CCH3NH3)2CuC14

   '            '    '

glV-l. Introduction
                                  '    In the previous chapter, we have discussed the exPerimental

data obtained from the dispersion and absorption technique in

a quasi two dirnensional ferrimagnet Mn'acetate. The dip in x'(ee)
                                                         'just at TN was observed for the first ti!ne in the magnetic system
for the frequency higher than lso MHz.1' 2) The exponent of '

the criti' cal slowing down was A=1.30Å}O.03. The Onsager's kinetic

coefficient L was revealed to increase as TN was approached,

though the temperature dependence was very weak. Another irnpor-

tant result was a definite deviation of the Cole--Co!e plot frorn

the serni-circle to the Cole-Cole arc near Tc; B was about O.9,
in LLhe notatiori of the formula of Yoshirnitsu and Matsubara (yM),,.3)

         '                        'As tvln'acetate, however, ultirnately sets into the three dirnensional

antiferromagnetic ordering, the uniform susceptibility does not

diverge to infÅ}nSty at TN, due to the weak interlayer antiferro-
                 'magnetic interaction. There appears, indeed, a roundening in the

log-!og plot of xo vs. e for e<O.06 and the relaxation time has
              'a li')<ewise roundening for the same epsiion. [Phis roundening will
                       '
smear the critical behavior of the uniform magnetization.

    The dip for x'(al) at [VN did not actually fall to zero even
                                               'in the highest frequency measuredr which seemed to imply that

there rernained fairly high frequency relaxation modes. This
                                                   'might be partly ascribed to the roundening effect and partly to
       '                    'the essential feature' of the critical slowing down. . In order
                                                  'to make sure that those dynamical properties are essential and
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general in the dynamics of the guasi two dimensional ferro--

magnet and not peculiar to Mn.acetate, we will try to perforTn

the same experiment on other samplest especially on a purely
          'ferromagnetic maferiaZ. '

     Does the dip appear in x'(es) at Tc ahd does it reach to

the bottom at Tc in the system whose xo diverges with a definite

critical exponent? Does the decay function also deviate frorn

ehe Debye type exponential in the immediate vicinity of Tc in

the same way as Mn.acetate?
                                        :     (CH3NH3)2CuCi4 is a n=l compound of a sexies (CnH2n+INH3)2CUX4
Cn=1,2,'''IO; Å~==Cl, Br) which was studied by de Jongh and Miedema.4)

The compounds are well approximated to the two dimensional Heisen.

berg ferrornagnet with the weak XY anisotropy. A weak interlayer

interaction is feacromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depending on

the value of n. !n the present case (n=i), the interlayer coupl-

ing is ferrornagnetic. The compound sets into the three dimensional

ferromagnetic ordering at 8.90 K. The critical exponent of the

static susceptibUity was 1.75 for O.05<e<O.2 and l.25 for O.O03

<e<O.05r which was repoxted as a crossover phenomenon from two

dimensional Zsing systern to three dimensional Tsing system for -
the first time by de Jongh and stanley.5) The intralayer exchange

interaction was estimated to be HE=530Å~103 Oe, the interlayer .

                                                        '            'interaction Hk==60 Oe, the anisotropies within and perpendicular
                                                .to the ferrornagnetic layer have been obtained as HXn=72 Oe and .
HSIUt--z72o oe, respectiveiy.6) berromagnetic spin aiignrnent Lorithin

a layer is simUar as the case of Mn.acetate as is depicted in

Fig. !V-1. The experiment on this compound will give the answer
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glV-2. Static susceptibility
    The 'static suseeptib"ity alond'the easy axis gias obtained

by the measurement at 50 Hz which can be regarded'  as a static
                 '                                                             '       'measurement in this casg, because ther,e is no appreciable
                            'frequency dependence of the susceptibility between 50 Hz and
                                                                '                               '5e kHz in the baramagnetic region. rn the ordered state there
                     '              '                           -- -exists a low frequency reiaxation which might be a domain wa21
motion or something bise often o6served in ferro!nagnetic materiais'.7>

                                                         'Figure XV-2 presents the static susceptibility thus obtained.
                                                               '                        '                                                                  'BeZow Tc the susceptibiiity is constant of which value is consist--
.tent with the demagnetization factor N which is aalculated for

the ellipsoidal $hape of tihe sarttple. So we took the experimental

vaZue as the demagnetization factor for aU samples incZuding '
               'not well shaped ones. Transition point Tc. was determined from
the point of intersection of N-1 ii.ne and the extrapolated line

of the experimental data in the pararnagnetic region. It is 8.89
             '                                      'Å}.O.Oi K. The detailed measurernent of the statie susceptibility
                     '                                                             'near Tc is indispensable to obtain the ternperature dependence
                                      '                                     'of the Onsager's kinetic coefficient L and to make sure the r
                                                                '                                       '                                        '                                                                 'purity of thd samples. Xn Eig. rV-ny3 is shown xo vs.e in the logr.-1.pg
     '                                     ttscale. xo is corrected for the demagnetization effect. The
   '
critical exponent y is Åíound te be Ze73 .+. O.03 for O.OS<s<O.3
                                            '                                          '                                                            '                        'and l.20 Å} O.03 for O.O04<e<O.05. This is consistent with the

                       8) ''.data by de Jongh eti al.
                          '                                                                  '
    The straight line in the log-log plot of xo vs. E is extended
                                                                  '                                                               '                                  'to sraauer e region (40.004) than the case of Mn.acetate. This
                                           '                                                               'result is vercy important. rn the case of Mn'acetate B which
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is the measure of the deviation frorn the coZe-coZe semi-circle
                         '                                  '                                                'to the CoZe-Cole arc begins to get smaller from l for e where
                                ..xo begins to deviate from the straight zine in the log-log plot

                        '                                                ..of xo vs. e. So it was.not coneluded whether this deviation

from the Debye type xeZaxation is surely an'  intrinsic feature of
the critical behavior in tlte irmediate vicinity of Tc,. Zn the

                                'present caSe gf CC}l3NH3)2CinC14r it is sure the deviation, if any,
                       -lhas nothing to do with the roundening of xe, as the straight

line of xo vs. e is extended enough.

,
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gmv-3. Dynarnic susceptibility
                                                 t/ .
    The freguency dependent susceptibility along the easy axis

fro!.n 1.2 b4Hz to 62 MHz is displayed in Fig. ZV-4. The demagnet-

ization correction was made using the xelation (4) in chapter !1.

There appears a di.p just at Eec for the frequency higher than 9.8

MHz. This is again a clear evidence of the critical slowing
                         'down for the uniform inode in the purely ferroraagnetic substance.
                                                          '                                                        'The dip seems to be deeper than that of Mn.acetate. The dip does

not reach to zero valuet which indicates that there remain
                          - ' . .... L..fairly high freguency relaxa`Lion rnodes even at Tc in spite of
the full divergence of the static susceptibility up to N-l.

    Figu]re TV-5 is the Coie-Coie ploi of x'(co) and x"(a)) for
                                                         'various temtpera`Lures in the pararnagnetic region. The temperature

is given by the reduced temperature e. The experirnental points

fali on a semi-circle for s larger than O.Ol, to indicate a

well-known Debye type sing!e re!axation. As the temperature

approaches Tc more closely, there occurs a srnall but definite
        '                                           'deviation from the semi-cixc'le to the Cole-Cole arc. !n this

temperature region there does not occur a roundening in the static

susceptibility in the log-log plot as is clearly seen from Fig.

IV-3. So this deviation can be assumed not to be attributed to

the impurity eifect or something else. The sirnilar deviation

found in the ease of Mn.acetate wili be also considered to be a

sarne intrinsic phenomenon in the dynamics near' the transition
                                      '                                                    '   ttpointr apart from the roundening due to the antiferromagnetic
 '
interlayer coupling. The black points beiow the abscissa

( x'Cto)-axis ) in Fig. !V-5 are centers of the Cole--Cole arcs.

               '                          '                                                         tt                                              '
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•The devÅ}atibn from the serni-circle to the cole--Cole arc is rneasured

by the angle ct between the abscissa and the straight line which' passes
                           '                                                '                       'thrcough the origin and the center of the cole-Cole arc for each

e. As the ternperature approaches Tc,- .the angle gets !arger.
using the notatiorit'  B, ih th' e Eo]rmuza ef yM)" the angle ct is

equ' al to g(1-B).. For s Zalfger than O.Oi, B is app]roxiraated

to 1. As E becomes smaZler' , B starts to get smaller from l and
                               '                          '                            /ttreaches to about O.9 neair Tc.,,. Figure !V-6 presents B vs. AT plot

                            /.                  'in the pararnagne'tic region. The relaxation time can be obtained

from the Åírequency which gives the rnaximum of x"(co) for each

temperature so long as the relaxatien is of the Debye-type. rn

this case, Å~"(ut)/tux'(ee) is independent of tu and is equal to the

re!axa"Lion time T. In the case bf the ,depressed semi-circle of
                   '                             '                                                              'the Co!e-Cole plot, the rel'axation time 'was calculated as was

perforrRed in the case of Mn.acetate in chapter I!Z frorn the •

formuZa of YM, provided that the experimental data could be

represented by this formuZa.

    The forTnula oÅí Yl!t is given as

                                    '                               Xo-X. - '                   x*(al)-xco=li:t;EI;E-i-gi..)B' • '                                                          (4-l)

                                                            '                                               '                    '                                              'where x. stands for the high freguency iimit susceptibility and
it wiil be neglected hereafte]t,. To is a function of I? and exhibiSs
                                                                  'the critical slowing down. This formula is re-written as '

..                                                           '                               ' ' '- -i+a:l,)B"fT -iGl;ltsFdiik.T. ' ' ' c4;2) '

                                                       '                            tt                                                       'G(T) is `Lhe distribution function of T and can be obtained as9)
                tttt                                                       '                                '                              '                   ' tt                 tt         ,-                             '                -l                    '                                '                 '                   '                                         '
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                                $inBrr '              G(T). =: T;{(T/To)B+(rrlTo)"B+2cosB•n'} ' C4M3>

                                                            '                                                           '                '                             '
Tf B is !, GCT) is given as the 6-fung.tion, which indicates ..

the single re!axati.on process (Debye type). rf B<1, G(T) dis" ,
•lgi?U.l;S.:g2"g#.V/"a,g,,i:s:,;11.,:,n.s.iFelg' zylll Th,e. reiaxati?n time

                     e
         '        . • ="tof(B) -
                                      '              '                                  '                • sinBTr -,                  ='rO'Bsin<-•Tr/B) (O.5<B<1) . • '(4v-4)

                       '                                         '                                                      '
f(B) is given in Fig. IV-8. As is easUy seen frorn FÅ}g. ZV--8r
   ' '
f(B) is almost equal to l so long as B is Zarger than O.8. So

the relaxatÅ}on tirRe T in the case Qf the polydispersive relaxation

is well approximated by To in (4-1). Thexefore for e<O.Ol, the
relaxation tirrte ' T'  (=To) can be calculated by fitting the experi-

mental data to the iormula of MY. The relaxation time obtained

by this proeedure is plotted in the log-log scale in Fig. :V--9.

The crietcal slowing down manifested itself in this figure.'

The experimental points falZ on the straight line for e between

O.O03 and O.l, giving the criticaZ exponent A=i.05Å}O.05 for this

Åí region in the pararnagnetic state. This value difEers from '
                                                                 '
that of Mn.acetate. The exponene y of the static susceptibiZity

has two values; l.73 for O.05<E<P.3 and l.2 for O.O04<e<O.05. •
                                                                 '                                            '                                                            'On the other hand, the exponent of the relaxation time A has one
                                                                  '
vaiue Å}n the whole range of this e region.. !n other words, there
                                                     '                                                                'does not occur a crossover phenoraenon in the dynamics.

     '                      '                                          '             '                                                    '            tt
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 (Fig• XV-10). L diverges !nore strongly in this case than the
case of Mn'' acetate. Hatta studied the dielectric relaxationlO)

in NaN02 which can be approximated to the Ising rnodel and found
that the' exponent of the static die!ectric constant is smaller

than that of the relaxation time. This rneans that L decreases

as the transitÅ}on point is approached. The importance of the

xy components for the temperature dependence of L in the spin

systern will be noticed by this comparison.
                                                   '                                              '    In the static sense (CH3NH3>2CuCl4 is ineluded to the two
                                 'dimensional !sing model for O.05<E<O.3 as the exponent of the

static susceptibility for this temperature region is Z.75.
According to the two dimensionax kinetic ising model,ll) A is

equal to 2 which is about twice of the present experimental
            'data. Dynamic scaling lawl2) predicts that A for the three dimen-

sional Heisenberg ferromagnet is l.33 which does not agree with
                      'the present result, but is closer than the va!ue of the two

dimensional kinetic Ising rnodel. So long as the exponent of

the dynamic quantity is concerned, this compound could not be

approxirnated to the two dimensional Xsing system. Isotropic

character or' the xy components of the interaction will play
                             -an important role in the dynamics. '

   The value of A=1.05 is rnuch smaller than y=1.73 of the exponent

of the static susceptibUity. This indicates that the Onsager's
                                                             '                                            'kinetic coefficient L increases as the temperature approaehes Tc.

The diffexence of the two exponents, y and A, is the exponent '
                 ' '                       'of TJ; 1.73-1•O ,5=O.68 for O.05<e<O.3 and 1.20--1.05=O.15 for O•O03<e<O

                                        .
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g]v-4. Analysis and discussion of the polydispersive relaxation
                                                       ..       xn both cases of Mn(CH3COO)2'4H20 and (CH3NH3)2CUCi4r

there is a small but definite deviation from the' Cole-CoZe
                                                       '                                                 'semi-circle to Yhe Cole-Coie arc near.Tc. This small deviat'='on
                           ttcan be intescpretgd,.as the deviation of t.h,.e relaxation from the

Debye type exponent.ial decay. The symmetrically depressed .
                   '                 . --- - -semi-circle is given by the formula of YM. The fact that the
                                 'experimental results are welll approxirnated by this formula

impiys thexe must exist some reasons or some physical meanings

in this formula.- Now, let's consider ' what physical rneaning this
                '                                                  '
                                             '
    [[`he reiaxa'tion function igB(t) which gives x*(co) of (4--•1) is

obtained as Åíollows. '
         '                 '                  co         iYB(t) = /, eM`t/TG(T)dT

                  co               " fo e-t/T ,,T{(./.,') B+{il'ii/".B,!I)-B+2...B,,} dT' (4-5)

                  '                                                      '                  tt t                                      t..                  '                    '          'The calcuZated value of this integral by the computer is given

in Fig. IV-ll. '' , -                 t .t .       '    It is the long tirrte behavior that is important in the

dynamics near the phase transition point. So let us look at the
                   'low frequency behavior in the foUowing. As is seen frorn Fig.IV-U

the time variation of YB(t) for t larger than To is slower than .
                            'that of the usuaZ exponential type. This corresponds to' a long

tail of G(T) for T>>To (see 1?Å}g• ZV-7). [Vhis tendency becornes

stronger as B becomes s!nalZer. Zt is aiso reflected in the
                                                              '                                         'Cole-Cole pZot. Right half of the depressed semi-circle corre$r-

              '                  '                                              '                                     '              '                                                           '                             - 60                                                         '
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ponds to this slower variation of YB(t) for large t.

 ,' T?e .as.ymploFZC b9h9Y-BO<i)Oi I,:(t) ZS,.. .l. '( 3<i ).. (4-6)

rf the angle' between the abscissa and' the tgngent at tu==O iS
ctt tine asyTnptotic behavior of the rezaxation function ' is t"2ct!T.

zf ct=rr/4r tie iong time tail of t-l/2 wizl be'reaiized.* The

                              '                                            'asymptotic behavior for large t of the experimental results at
Tc is appxoximateiy t-O'9, px6Vided that the formula of yM can

             'be applied foy large t. , ' '
    !ehe power spectrum !(co)=x"(ee)/to has an anomaly at al=O iÅí B<1.

The divergence of !(as) at co=O is confined within a narrow area'.

near di=e so Zong as B iS very close to 1. As B beeomes smaller

from l, the region where I(al) increases divergentZy becomes wider
         'around to=O. The divergence of !<co) at to=O is attributed to an

extremely slow decay of YB(t> foir t>>To, or in other wo]rds, to

a!ong tail of G(T) for T>>To. ''                                                            '
    Thus, the powex spectrum near tu=O, the relaxation function

for t>>To and the Cole-Cole figure near co=O represent the same

phenomena of the iong time. Considering the characteristic

freguency measured near the transition point, the Cole-Cole
                                                'analysis is the best method i4 the present case. .

.'
 zn the formuia of SIM, TQ is the characteristic time and

* Note that C4-6) cannot be applied in the case of B=1. G(T)
                        '  is not continuously reducedLto the 6-function.
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exhibits the critical slowing down. The e><perirnental results
                                                  ./tell that as the transition point is approached the relaxation
                                                '                                            '                                                 'Yime TQ diverges accompanying a deviation frorn the Debye type

relaxation. Near Tc where the relaxaYÅ}on time gets slow' down

spfficiently, the decay becomes sZower than•the exponential for
          'large t. G(T) is rio longer the 6-function. There is a fini.te
                                                    '
probability of arbitrary rblaxation tirne T.- This can be called
       '                                   'poZydispersive in `Lhis sense phenomenoiogically.. This poly-

dispersive relaxation does not indicate immediately that there

come out many rnicroscopic relaxation mechanisms near the criticai

point. It rnight be thought as foUows. The polydispersive

nature might be connected with the various sizes of cluster which

is formed near the transition point due to the short range order-

ing. The fast relaxation time would correspond to the small

cluster and the slow relaxation time to the large cluster.
                               '    Now let's examine the short tirne behavior for t<To. YB(t),

in this case, decays faster than the exponential decay. This

faster decay eorresponds to GCT) near T=O Csee Fig. IV-7). Zf
                              'B<1, Å~'(to) of (4-l) does not vanish at Tc, even if TQ diverges to
                                                          'infinity- The experirnental result that the dip of x'(to) did not

reach to zero for the highest frequency measured might be con-
                                                        'sistent with this character, considering B=O.9 at Tc. The depres-

sion- of the semi--circle in the left half ( for higher frequency )
                           '                                                                 'implys this East multi-reZaxation times. .
                                                           '                                                                -.                                   '                                  '
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V. Dynamics in a randoinly diluted ferromagnetic.system'
                           '                                                 '  . •' '1 (CH3N\3)2Cul..9d,iC14.. , -
                                                '                                           '                                                '                                                     '                                                    '                                         '       '                               '             .. t.. .                                    -lgV-l. lntroduction • •. ,                         t-t                            '            '                              '                                 tt                 '                                     Tt     The experimental results in Pan(CH3COO)2'4H20 and (CH3NH3)2
                    'CuCl4. reveaied a icleaM exiidence of the non-Debye relaxation

                          -tt                                        '                                                            '                                              'near t4e tFansition point vahich wili. imply the po!ydispersive

                                '                         .relaxation. The non-lineaic interactions will introduce the
                                                           'polydispersive relaxation. The non-linear interactions couple

q=O mode to the other qfO modes. So the uniÅíorm mode may be
                                                   '         '                                 'decornposed into various q modes with various relaxation times,

resulting in the polydispersive re!axation. This tendency is

raost dominant at Tc because the critical slowing down leads to
              'the enhancement oE the non-linear couplings. But we have not '
              '                                                      'yet reached the clear understanding of this polydispersive
                                                   '              '

     Zn this chapter we try to take the effect of ra'ndomness
                                              'into consideration positively. By the introduction of the spa---
                      'tially random substitution by the non-;rtagnetic ions, there
                     '
could be an enhancement of the polydispersive relaxation near
                                                           '                                                              t..Tc in the relaxation of the unifor!n mode. '' '
                                                '                                                   '                                            '    According to the reeent theoreticaZ work on the dynaruics of
                         'th .e spin giass,i) the reiaxation of the unifonn mo6e in the spin

glass is single dispersive at high temperature, but it b6eornes

                    '                                'anomalously polydispersive near the transition point. rt is'
                                                          :-                            'understood as follows• At high temperature the relaxation bf
                                                             '                                                         'a spin at' a given site is equal Eor each site because the corre-
                                                     '
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lation among the spins is of microscopic-scale and it hgs only
              'a weak effect on the spin dynamics. On the bther hand near Tc,
                                               '  'the relaxation of a given spin must be deterrnined by the corre--
                              --                                                      '                                     +lation of its local environment. rf ehe local environment varies
                                              'from site to site, it is reasonable that the relaxation becomes

polydispersive. ' The similar picture might be speculated in the
       'random diluted ferrornagnet' . The random distribution of the
                           'non-magnetic ions might bring the distribution of the inter-

   .actzo.n.
                                   '      '                                    '     So we perforrned the experiment of the dynarnics oE the

random diluted ferrornagnet CCH3NH3)2Cul-xCdxC14. The main interv

est is in the randomness effect on the Cole-Cole plot. How the
                                    'Cole-Cole plots are deformed from the semi-circle at T                                                      , especialiy
                                                    c
near tu=O? This experivaent will give an instructive image of

the polydispersive relaxation found in the preceding chapters
                                               '(IXX, !V) in the purely regular system at Tc.
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gV--2. Experimental results

     samples prepared for this expeyiment were (CH3NH3)2CUIAxCdxC14
     'where Å~=O.08 and O.ll,which were pxepared from the stoichiometric
              '                                     .r"ixture of CH3NH3Cl, Cu912 and CdC!2. !t i.s known that (CH3NH3)2

CdCl4 is the isoTnorph of (CH3NH3)2CuCi4. The.atornic percentage

of Cd was determined by the chemicai analysis. As the divergence

of the susceptibility turns out to be a broad maximum in these

di!uted ferrornagnets, it is difficult to determine the transition
        'temperature Tc accurately. We took as Tc the temperature at which
the static suscep, tibility took its rnaxirnumt In Fig. V--1 is shown

Tc(x) vs.Å~. The experimental results seern to hold the next
                                       'relation near x=O. -
                                              '                                             '                                                          '                     [ddx T.(X)/T.<O)] =l• ' (5-l)
                                    x=O
                      '
This is consistent with the theoretical result of the three

dimensional lsing model.2) .'
                          '     In Fig. V-2 is given the Cole-Cole plot of the dynaTnich!

susceptibility x'<os) and x"(co) for the frequency from 1.2 MHz

to 173 MHz in the sysbem of x=O•08. Ternperature is given by

the reduced temperature e. As is seen from the figure, the

frequency which gives the max imum of Å~"(co) at each ternperature
           'becomes lower gradually as Tc is approached. For e larger tha.n
                                   '

" As in the discussion below is not treated the divergent. quantities
                                               '  which are expressed by some power of.et the ambiguity of deterrni-
       '                                      .  ning Tc has little effect on the discussion of the experimental
                          '                 '  results. '
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O.05i the Cole-Cole figure is well approximated by the semi--circle
                                      'or the slightly depressed Cole-Cole arc. For e smaller than
                                           'O.05, however, the figure is not approximated by the syrnrnetric

Cole-Cole  arc unlike the case of the pure s .ystern.  The outstanding
feature of the plot ' is the extremely depxessed forrn in the low

freguency region. The tangent at ol=O is approximately T/4 which
corresponds to tVl/2 of the asymptotic behavior olr the decay
                                                              '                         ,                                     '                           'function. t'"l/2 dependence was predicted-by Kinzel and Fischer

                    '          'for the decay of the uniform mode in the spin giass. The compari-

son of the experimental results with their theory will be Tnade

                             '                           'in the next section.
                                             '                                                           '                                                             '     Figuxe V-3 is the Cole-Cole plot for the ordered state of

the sarne x sarnple. The Cole-Cole figure is also depressed one

as•that of the paramagnetic region near Tc. For e larger than

O.05, there appears a new hump in the !ow freguency region which

might be due to something like the domain wall motions. The

experimenta! data in the system of x=O.ll is shown in Fig. V-4
     '   'for the pararnagnetic region. The overall character oÅí the
          'Coie-Cole plot is the same as the one with x=O.08. The charactex-

istic frequency which gives the maximum of x"(co) for a same e

is highe)r in this case than the case of x=O.08. Fo]r exarapie,

for e=O.03 it is about 60 MHz' in the case of x=O.08 whereas it is

                                              'about 80 MHz in the case of xtO.ll.
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gv-3. comparison with the theoxy of the spin glass . . .
  ' Kinzel and Fischerl) calculated the dynamic uniiorm suscepti-

bility x*(co) of the spin glass. Their calculation is based ron ••'.'
                                      '                                    'the random distribution of the exchange interaction which is
the symmetric gagssian dtt'stribution. The rattdel is the kinetic .

:%n.,g,i[]Og.ei...ap":ibthiei..iliii:gl-dar..ft.edid.gPP.hr2.giMationwagused-•' .Th g•

                         :               '                                         '              '             '                                                               '      '              t tttt tt t t                                               ...t                                                            '            X" (co) = killjr (T/!Ilf) 2 [1+i atT e'- { (1+ialT o ) 2- (Tf/[v ) 2} Z'121 , (s-2 )

              '                    '             '                                    '      '                                                                 '                       t tt tttwhere Tf is the freezing point of the spin glass and Te is the

elementary relaxation time. The CoZe-Cole plot of this non-Debye

susceptibility is dgpicted in Fig. V-5. rn the figure at !Vf, the

tangent at to=O has the angle T/4 against the abscissa. The
     'sirniiarity with the ex6. erirnental results in the random diluted

                   tt                                             'ferromagnet is notewor"Lhy. . ' . -
     Here we try to look into the polydispersive rellaxation of .

the spin gZass. Zt might be helpful to understand the pp.lydispersive
                                                 'nature of the present experimenta! results because the Cole-Cdle .

2illtbiS.V.p';g.ge.dSem.b.ii"g in .bOth faSeS' ,The Fysceptibiiity of (s.T2} ,..

                            ed. -,               '' -' X" (to) = fo IIi{iil dT , ' ''' (s '- 3) '

                                           t ttt                                                          '                    '                                                               '                                                           '                  ttwhere G(T) is the distribution function o-F the polydispersive . '.
                                          'relaxation. By putting (5-2) into the left hand side of <5-3), ,
G<T) can be obtained as3),
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                                                 a
        G(T) "'kilr.rt(M`/T.•->2'.1. 2(Te7T)-(To/T)2-Z+([vfl[y)2. . (s-4)

                                      '                                                     '         '                                       '                                              '                        '                          t.             '          '                             '                                             '                                    '                              tt                                               '                                                    '                                             'G(T) is drawn for various ct's (==TflT> in Fig. V•-6. As the
                                                             '                                                  ..transition point Tf is approached, the breadth of the distribu-
                                           '                                                             'tion becoraes broader and the tail of G(T) for large T extends
                                     '                                    t.                                          '                  'to inEinity at [rf. This long tail of G(T> corresponds to the

              -1/2 ' - Vslow decay oft . .                                                           '                                                    '
     !n the spin glass the polydispersive character cornes from
                                   t.the distribution of the exchange interaction as mentioned in the

introduction. Though the distribution of the exchange inter-
                                       'action is independent of the ternperatuxe, the distribution of
                '                                                       'the scelaxation time cruciaZly depends en the temperature owing
                                                    'to the critical slowing down of the mode'with respect to the

configuration which is realized in the spin glass state. So the
              'breadth of the distribution diverges at Tf.

    The fact that the experirnental results (Cole-Cole plot)

are very resembling to this theory indicdtes that the analogous
                                                             '                                '                                                           'behaviox oE the distribution G(T) would be realized in this
                                        '                                                   '  'randora dUuted ferromagnet, though the microscopic detail might
                                         '                                            '                                                              'be quite different. -' •' •                                              '
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VI. Relaxation time 'near Tc under external field
                                      '                 '            tt           '              '                              '      '                                       '                                               ttt                  '                         ''gVZ-l. Introduction '' '                      '                        '          '                                                       t.
  Zn the case of an ideal isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet, the
                  'unifomn magnetization Mz is a constant of m6tion, and there wizl

                                       '             '                   'be no damping of Mz. But the HamiltqnÅ}an of the xeal system
                         :..always contains some anisotropy which comes from the dipole-dipole
                                                           'interaction,.' - antisyrrLme' ttic exchange interaction, sPin lattice

int'eraction and so on.. In that case the uniform magnetizatien

is no longer a constant of motion and there is a decay rate

associated with those interactions. The relaxation measurement

in the pxesent study is to inspect the uniform relaxation via

such interactions that do not aonserve the total magnetizatien.
              '  Let the relaxation function of Mz be (Mz(t),Mz(O)). As iS
shown by Mori and Kawa'saki,l) when the decay rate of (Mz(t),M(o))

is much faster than the decay rate of (Mz(t),b4z(O)), then

<M.Ct),Mp(O)) can be approximated by (Mz(e),l!tz(O))expl-rt]

                         '                            '                                  '
                                '    '                                                '                 '                                             '                                                  '                                                   '           • co           r = i(T = (iy, F.. (o) IM. (o)) fg (Mz (t) riQ!z f9))dt •. (6-i)

                                     tt t                                                         '                                   .t             tt t                                                      '                           '                      '                                        'Mz(`L) is given as .. . , '  i'  . /, . - ,. . , .. .
                  tt tt t             ttt t t tt t tt.'  '' '' M. (t) ' " (i6)-1 (Mz (t) ,Htot] ' • '' ' '' <6L2 ).
                            '                                                            '                                                      '                       '                                   ttHtot is the total Hamiltonian which consists of the isotropic and
                                                      'the anisotxopSc interaction. The relaxation time oÅí the uniform
                                 '                           'magnetization qan be factorized Snto two parts. The denominator
                                      tt                                               '                    tt ttt                                '                                                           '                                               '                                 tt t                                            '                                          '                            '                               78



of the above relation (6-l) is nothing but the uniform suscepti-
                                  '                     '              tt                                    .                                          -..bility. Then the time integral of CMz(t),Mz(O)) is what is called

the onsager's kinetic coefficient L for the uniform mode. Zf .'
there exists no correlation between Mz(t) ahd Mz(o), that i•s to'''
                                                             '                                                  'say, iÅí Mz(t) can be looked upon as a white noise acting on Mz(t),

the integral gives the teraperature independent constant L and '
the reiation is reduced to:  th6t of the conventionai theory'.2)

                        'zf there comes in the corfelation of MzCt) as Tc is approached,

                            .tthe temperature dependence oÅí T ' Xs determined by a competing process

between xa, the denominator of C6-l), and L, the numerator of (6-l).
              'lf the divergence oE xe is stronger than that of L, the criticaZ

sloving down will be realized, though it wiU be weaker than the

case of the conventional theory. Xf the divergence of L is strong-
                                  '                                                    'er than that of xor the critical slowing down will be replaced by
                                                            '                      .the critical speeding up. •                  '
     The critical speeding up is in Åíact reported in some anti-
                                   'ferrornagnets such as CuCi2.2H20 and LiCuC13.2H20 by the relaxa-
tion rneasurernent3). and .rvinF2 by EsR line width measurernent.4) /

                                                         '                    'The phenomena are interpreted as the divergence of L., since the
                              'uniform susceptibility does not show any singular behavior.
Diveygence of L is understood as foliows.5> The anisotropy couples

                                    tt t                                                             'the fluctuation 6E the uniiorm mode to the fiuctuati6hs witli nen

                                                           'zero q by the relation (6-2). Near TN. the fluctuations near Ko,

which is the wave vector characterizing the antiferromagnetic 1'
                                                 '               tt                                                   'orde"vting, beco!nes enormously large. So the coupling between g==O
                                                    '                       'and qfO via the anisotropy is dominated by the coupling between
                                                 'q--O and q=Ko, resuiting into an anornalous increase of L as is seen

                                                          '                                                            '
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from (6-l) and C6--2).

                            '            '     On the other hand in the ferromagnetic case, xo, the denomi'
                                                        '                'nator of (6-1) exhibits a strong divergence aic 7?c. The contri-
                                     '           ..bution to the numerator of C6-l) comes from the coupling between
ttq=O mode and qfO modes near q==O via the ani=sotropy. As the qfO
           '                t.          'fluctuations near q==O becomes large in the ferromagnetic caser

the numerator of (6-l) also can exhibit anomalous increase. So
                         -the temperature dependence of T'  which of the critical slowing
down and the critical speeding up is reaiized is very delicate.

                           tt     In the experiment of ESR line width on a fescromagnet CdCr2Se4
Koetzler et al.6) have found the similar line broadening with

                      'that of antiferyomagnets and attributed it as an indication of the

critical speeding up. rn the ESR experiment the line byoadening
       'measures the decay of the uniform mode perpendicular to the exter-
nai fieid• As is pointed out by Tomita,71 both tkie transvercse

                         'and the longitudinal magnetization may exert torque on the trans-
                                                            '                                                        'verse component. There exists a definite damping in the trans-

verse magnetization which wili lead to the increase of the numek
                          'ator of (6rl). Moreover, the external field inherent to the

magnetÅ}c resonance will depress the static suseeptibility, the
                              'den6Tninatox of (6-l). This will help to speed up the relaxation
                                           '             '                        '               ..
                                                               '                                                         '     '            '        '  tt -t t tt t t tt tt ttt ttt t t t                        t ttt     HoweVerr in our exper'iTnent on the 'non-resonant relaxation
                       .                                     ttof the longitudinal magnetization Mz under zero external field
                                                            '                                                        'on a ferromagnetic crystal CCH3NH3)2CuCl4' Cchapter IV), not the
                                                           '                                                              'critical speeding up but the critical slowing down was observed.

     !t is interesting to study by the non-resonant experiment
                                    '           '                         '        ttt                                  '                  '             tt                    . 80



how the external field as a weak pertprbation modulates the re-

laxation of the longitudinal magnetization Mz and to corapare it
                                        'with the result of ESR. As the external field perpendicular to
                                                         '                                '                                                        'the easy axis gives the additional relaxation mechanism of Mz as

!nentioned above, the field HL will give a drastic effect on the

reletxation of Mz in the nont-resonant relaxation measurement.

The resuZt of the relaxation under HL wUl be compared with the

case of H// which does not give the additional relaxation mechanism.
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 gVZ-2. Experimental results . .
  . In ordeF to study the fluctuation along the easy axis under
                    '               '                             'the external fields of various directions, the high frequency

                           '.g:.sycex.t: tlzty rrteasurgrnent waf carrie9 oV : lways a.Zgp.g the

         .,,. ,-+..- .. -. .- The high frequency susceptibility of im(CH3Coo)2.'4H2qr Xi(to>,

at . 2.8 b4Hz unqer the exterhhl field Hci is .giyen in Fig. VI'1. •-. '

The field was applied along e' axis which is the second easy axis.
                                        'rn high ternperature region CT>3.45 K), the high Åírequeney suscepti-

b"ity gradually decreases as Hc, increases. Ithen TN is approached
                                                ' '                                           ' CT<3.45 K>, there appears a hump in x5Cto)-Hc,. The susceptibiZity

at tirst increases and then decreases as the applied external field

is increased. The hump in x5(co)-Hc, becomes larger and shifts te
   '          'higher field as TN is approached. Figure V:--2 gives the scheraatic
               'view of this phenomenon. The dotted Une in the figure is the
                  'static susceptibility xa under zero external tield. The dip in

X5Cas)"'Hcv at Hct=O near TN is the result of the criticai slowing
                                           'down under zero external field. For a Åíinite Hc,, the relaxaYion
               '                'tivae makes a guick recovery to the f.ast relaxation tirne, whereas '
        'xa gradually decreases as is shown in Fig. VZ--5. So there appears
                                                           '            'a hump in xaCas)-Hc,. ,The relaxation time vs. Hc' ,.. is pXotted in
   '                                           'XSgl..Viig.3iiggtggVefr.:iH:?'M .eggtl ge..S g:gro:lst' The quick speedzng

,'  As there is no anomaiy in x5' to> for Hct at which tlie hump
                             'of x5(co) appears, the possibility of the ruagnetic resonance was

excluded. The relaxation time was obbained from x5<to) and xh'(to)

for 28 baHz, provided that the relaxation is single dispersivei

                                                       '                                '                                      '                                                   ..                     '                                                 '                                                       '                                                             '            , 82 '
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This assumption was justified on!y Eor Hc,=O, except for near TN.
     '                                                 '    '                            'But so long as the qualitative character of T vs. Hc! is.coTicernedr
                                                                '                                .t      'this assumption wiU be perrnitted. '
, . 1 The ternperature dependence of the ' relaxation time under the ..

externai field 4qt iF displayed in Fig. VZ-4. When 4ct is appZiedr

the criticaZ slowing dewn is cruciaZly supressed. At Hc,=650 Oe,
the relaxation time is alm6st constant for e<o.o3 and the constant

vglue is 10-3 times as smail as that of the case of Hcir-e at TN.;'

But the critical speeding up was not observed. ,

     The field dependence of the Onsager's kinetic coefficient !3
        'was obtained froxn the relation LCHct)=xaCHct)/T(Hc,). As is ShOWn
                                                'in Fig. Vr-5, the Hc,.dependence of xa is'much weaker than that

of T, whieh indicates the strong Hc, dependence of L. L(Hct) is
plotted against'  Hg, in Fig. Vr-6. For the field lower than 400 Oer
                      '              '                                                           'the experimental data aTe well approxiTnated by a straight Ziner
                                                     'which means ,LCHc,)ctHg, for small Hc,. Figure VI-7 presents the

                                                  '                            'temperature dependence of L under Hct.'  As rnentioned abover L

increases as Hci increases, but the temperature dependence is
         '                                             t-                                                         'almost the s,ame for each Hc,. . .' , '
     -pt7hen the fieZd is appZied along the easy axis (a axis), the
                                                   '                                                 'external rteld wUl not have in principle any effect on the
                                                              'reZaxation mechanisrn.. Figure Vr-8 and VZ-9 are the results of .
                      'xa and T when Ha is applied aiong the same direction of t,h. e suscep-
    'tibi!ity (a axis). The hump in x5(co) was not observed in this
        '                                                               '                                                              'case. xa and T drasticaZZy decrease for the field lower than the
                                                'case of Hc,. 'For exampler 50 Oe is enough to depress thern. The

decrease of xa is rnore rapid than that of T in contrast with the
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case of Hc,. That is to say, L decreases when Ha is incxeasgd.
                                                           'This phenomenon implies that the external field supresses not ,

only the correlation of the magnetization but aZso the correlation

of the torque. The decrease of L might be a Vtributed to the .
decrease of xa, though the relation is not 'so sirnple. The temper-

ature dependende of L is plotted in Fig. vz-IO, for several values

ef Ha. For Ha larger than i5 Oe, L decreases as !eN is approached.

     The experimental results on CCH3NH3)2CuCl4 were similar with

those of MnCCH3COO)2'4H20. Figure VZ--U is the temperature '

dependence of L for several Ha's which are applied along the same

direction of the susceptibility measurement. Unlike the case of

Mn.acetate, the susceptibility is very feasibZe against the paraZlel
                                                    '                                              'extexnal field. Even the field Z Oe brings a perceptible change

of xa just at Tc• So the earth field could not be neglected tshere.

'i"he result shown in Fig. VI--ll is qualit al ively the same as the

case of• fyln.acetate. Figure VI-i2 is the result of L when Hb is
                             'applied along b axis which is the second easy axis. As the case

of Mn.acetate, L increases suddenly under the increase of Hb from

zero. Xn this case the value- of +-he field which brings the•.same

change of L is IO tirnes as large as the case of Ha. Note that
                                                    'the vaiue of L when the field is applied along b axis becornes two

or three tirnes as layge as the case of the parallel field. The'
                                                  'temperature dependence of L when the Åíield is app!ied along the

second easy axis (b axis) is not the same as the case of Mn.acetate.

For Hb larger than IO Oe, L increases at first, then decreases as

Tc is approached. The ternperature which gives the maxirnum of L

shifts to higher temperature as Hb increases. Figure VX-l3 presents
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the xesult of L when Hc is applied aZong c axis, the hard axis.

For the sarne value of the fieid, the value of L in this case is

smaller than the case when Hb is applied along b axis. '
  . zn both cases' of Mn(CH3COO)2'4H20 and (CH3NH3)2CUCI4r L

increases most drastically when the fieXd is applied.along the

second easy axis. - .
                                          '
            '                                                      '             '
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Appendix
                                        '             '                'Non-linearity and polydispersive relaxation
                  '                                                             '                                  '     One phenomenological possibility of non-DebYe 3re!axation
   '             'is the noh-linea'r effect, a's was predi.cted by Nishikawa-,.1) apd

su' zuki ahd Kubo.2) - ,- Accordihg to thera, the reiaxation equatkon

                                                          ' '                                                                '                    'of the magnetization can be expres .sed as folZows. llsing the Ising

model and the rnglecular fi61d approximation.

                 . -.                      '                          .                     Tc tdidM = -AM-nM3+." ,. , (A-i)

                                        'where Tc Å}s the raicroscopic charadteyistig relaxation time. 'The

    t tt                      '                                                      'relaxation time for high temperature is given by Tc. The eietaen-.
             'tary relaxation Tnechanisms are ineZuded in Tc in this !nodel; they
                                                           'might be interactions with a heat bath. X and n are the molecular
                                                            'field coefficients, and X corresponds to the static susceptibiZity.

As the transition point is approached, X gets smaller to introduce
the enhancement of the non-linear term' . Zf we take the non-iinear
            'term into consideucationt the normaiized decay function is obtained
                                                               '                  '                                                         .t                                   '                                                '                                                                '
                                                      '                                   •-E ''                      W(t)=,1(/1;M-5iEi5TiiEFE7i;Ei:iEsk)expl2et/T]k',..,. (A-2)

                      '                                                            '                                   '                               '                                        'where e is (l-Tc/T), and k is the measure of the strength of the;.

             ,.Inon-iinear term and is equal to Cy3)Mg(Tc/T)3, '(Me is the- initial

    '                                                            tttvalue of M>. ' '                                                                 tt                                                    '                                   '                     '                                     '                    '                                                .. t.(A-2) can be expanded as '
                        '                    '
           ytt>. re
                                                            (A-3)                    Ce+k)exp I2etlTe] -k

                  co                "nio efk -!Ztll:i;i-!--!"nf/in) !! ISk]n e-(2n+i)et/Tc .
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Thus, Y(t) is expxessed as a superposition of e-(2n+1)etlTc
                                                      '                                                 '                             'a poiydisper.sz've relaxa'uion. Howevert the asyrnpLotic behavior
df y(t) for t--co is e'-et/Tc. This cornes from the fact that the

longest relaxation time is Tc/e. This character wilZ be visuaily
                                    tt                                 'found in the Cole-Cole p!ot in Fig• A-1. T.his function does not
                                                        '                                                           '               'explain the low frequency phenomenon of the experimental resuits.
                      '   '      ' •' Just at Tc.r the• Zeadthg term of the right hand Fide of the

eqUatiOn (A-i) yiSt)Mi te:m• Zn this case the reiaxation function

                   fi 2kt' • '                                                  '                                                               '                         '                       '
                     co                  = fo e-t/Tc G(T)dT i                                                          (A-4)
                                                 '                                                            '                '             G(t) " . 7illikiEIii(T/Tc)'3/2eXP[-2k(Ti/T.)] •. (A-s)

                     c•              '                          '
                             'The asyrnptotic Åíorm for tÅÄoo of this function is t'"l/2. The

       'corresponding Cole-Co!e plot and the distribution function G(T)
are'  given in Fig. A-2 and A-3. t-1/2 dependence gives rise to

                                                         'the angle T/4 between the abscissa andthe1angent at co=O. !ilhis
            '              '                                         'is much slower than the experimental case. The experimental

results w'ill iie between CA-3) and (A-4).

.zs
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